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ABSTRACT 

Modern technology increases human capabilities and this technology has evolved with years. The current 

trend is to use technology on a daily basis to accomplish specific tasks or interests. The study on the 

contributions of modern technology in the advancement of secretarial profession discusses the modern 

technological tools or gadgets used by the secretary and how it affects their work. Personal computers and 

Smartphone, IPad and Tablet is Always used with 4.64 weighted mean; Often times used are filing 

equipment, telephone, scanning machine,  photocopier; and Seldom Used equipment are cassette player, 

electric typewriter, tape recorder and scanning machine. Respondents Agree that modern technological 

gadgets or tools are being used every hour, during rush works, researches and related activities The 

respondents-secretaries Agree the used of modern technological gadgets or tools had improved their 

workload which is easily done, they were able to manage their time, facilitate communication and does 

related activities and improved goodwill relations with the co-employees, customers, and administration. 

The problems encountered in the usage of modern technological gadgets/tools or equipment are the fast 

pace of development making it hard for them to keep up to the latest development, the computers are prone 

to virus and may affect one’s work or study, it is too expensive to purchase by the users and  its effects 

cause harm to one’s health.  The usage of modern technological gadgets/tools greatly affects the 

productivity levels of the respondents, despite the problems in using modern technological gadgets/tools 

the respondents still in need to use them.  Offices in private, government and even 

organizations/associations shall have to continue acquiring modern technological gadget/tools and 

equipment to facilitate work and communications. Work performance of the secretaries are improved 

because of usage of modern technological gadgets/tools and equipment. Hence the administration of 

respective offices shall have to support the need for modern technological gadgets/tools or equipment.  .A 

parallel study similar to this in other professions could be conducted. 

Keywords: Modern technological office tools, office machines, secretarial profession, secretary, dictation 

and transcription machines. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, technology is called Modern Technology or simply an advancement of old technology, the impact 

of technology in modern life. The current trend is to use technology on a daily basis to accomplish specific 

tasks or interests.  One of the greatest contributions of modern technology is the computer.   Modern 

technology is technically not so new in most cases. A good example is the mobile phone technology which 

has evolved in years.  Today, smartphones are used which have been an advancement of an ordinary mobile 

phones  Ramey, 2012 has further explains that, Modern technology simplifies life in so many ways and 

everyone defines technology in their own way. A study on the impact of office automation on worker’s 

productivity at all organizational level   at King Adbdul-Aziz University Library shows that office 

automation has a significant impact on works.   In offices, the secretaries need support of the administration 

to facilitate work such as taking manager’s dictated memos and letters.  Recently, businesses have 

developed word processing centers and relied on personal computers and even electronic mail in an effort 

to lessen the need for secretarial support and make the employee-secretary very productive (Ezoem, 1995; 

Osuala, 2004). As a result of changes in technology, secretaries in business have changed tremendously 
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from that of typewriting and shorthand dictation, answering of telephone calls and processing of mails. 

Today’s secretaries are expose to the office technology including the internet that make work much easier 

and knowledge more accessible (Edwin, 2008). It is now easier to send messages by telex, electronic mails 

(e-maids), fax and telephones. Other office gadgets available to the secretary are photo-copy machines, 

duplicating machines, dictating machines, printers, among others. This is the era of computers and 

information technology which was becomes an enabler of greater convenience. The  3 of the most popular 

types of computer software programme are word processing, which help the user to write and edit memos, 

letters and reports, data management programs   or databases, which help the user-secretary to use long list 

of data and spread sheet programmes which handle table and numbers (Dulek and Fielden,1999).  “A 

secretary as an executive assistant, must have possesses mastery of office skills, demonstrates the ability to 

assume responsibility with or without supervision, exercises initiatives and judgement and makes decision 

within the scope of assigned authority “(Mayer 1977)”.  Generally, secretary should have a wide knowledge 

of business acumen, versatile knowledge in accounting, personnel, office practice, communication and 

inside knowledge of the operation of all departments within the organization where he works and proficient 

in automated machines. The advent of the word processor has helped to make the secretarial career path 

clearer. For a secretary to be employable in automated office equipment training: must have the following: 

The concept and theory of specific automated office equipment, Knowledge of the categories of equipment 

and their intended uses and differences, The skill to use resource or reference materials properly and hands-

on equipment training, etc.  

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

The respondents of the study are selected secretaries from private and government offices and 

organization/association.  Convenience sampling was used in choosing the sample that consists of 46 

respondents to the survey. The private office with 47.83 %( 22 respondents) and government office with 

30.43 %(14 respondents). The private offices are the majority who answered the survey.  While 

organizational associations only had 21.74% (10 respondents) who answered the survey.  The researcher-

made questionnaire was used as main tool in gathering data. The administration of the survey questionnaire 

were given personally by the researchers to the secretary-respondents, thus retrieval is facilitated right after 

answering the questionnaire followed by interview for additional information about their experiences 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The study investigated modern office technology and secretaries’ productivity in private and government 

and  associations.. Based on the findings, it was discovered that the  modern office technological gadget 

tools or equipment used by the secretaries are :Personal computers and Smartphone, IPad and Tablet is 

Always used with 4.37 weighted mean;  Often times used are filing equipment, telephone, scanning 

machine,  photocopier 3.96 weighted mean; and Seldom used equipment are cassette player, electric 

typewriter,  and tape recorder 1.70,  weighted mean.   The extent of usage of modern office technological 

gadget or tool or equipment use by the secretaries Agree that these are being used every hour, during rush 

works, and researches .   Problems encountered by the secretary respondents in the usage of modern 

gadget/tool or equipment  show that 18 out of 46 respondents strongly agreed, that the modern technological 

gadgets are affected by the Wi-Fi which is too slow, power interruption, and computer is prone to virus. It 

may also affect one's health, the gadgets are too expensive, and may delay  one's work or study. These  are 

problems encountered in using modern technological gadgets/tools.  In terms of levels of productivity, the 

respondents-secretaries Agree on the effects of modern technological gadgets or tools which have improved 

their workload and, manage their time, facilitate communication and other related activities. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the findings of the study, it is concluded that  Modern technological gadget/tool such as personal 
computer, scanning machine, photocopier, filing equipment, telephone, and Smartphone, IPAD, Tablet are 
always used by respondents for it can easily simplify work and finish it on time.  The extent of use of 
modern technological gadgets/tools is widely and always present in the work places. It is used in 
accomplishing work faster, simplifying task, help the respondents to easily do  multi-task, facilitates 
communication, and other works.  The usage of modern technological gadgets/tools greatly affects the 
productivity levels of the respondents. Despite the problems in using modern technological gadgets/tools 
the respondents still in need to use it  The modern technological gadgets/tools are widely used by everyone 
in many ways that makes daily lives, work or study  much easier and faster. Using it the respondents can 
multi-task activities, simplify work, manage time effectively, facilitate communication and develop 
goodwill relationship with employees, customer, friends, etc. The problems encountered in the usage of 
modern technological gadgets/tools or equipment are the fast pace of development of technology  making 
it hard for secretaries to keep up with  the latest trends , computers are prone to virus, it may affect one’s 
health,  and may affect one’s work or study. 
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